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ABSTRACT 
 
With the advancement of machine learning methods, audio sentiment analysis 
has become an active research area in recent years. For example, business 
organizations are interested in persuasion tactics from vocal cues and acoustic 
measures in speech. A typical approach is to find a set of acoustic features from 
audio data that can indicate or predict a customer’s attitude, opinion, or emotion 
state. For audio signals, acoustic features have been widely used in many machine 
learning applications, such as music classification, language recognition, emotion 
recognition, and so on. For emotion recognition, previous work shows that pitch 
and speech rate features are important features. This thesis work focuses on 
determining sentiment from call center audio records, each containing a 
conversation between a sales representative and a customer. The sentiment of an 
audio record is considered positive if the conversation ended with an appointment 
being made, and is negative otherwise. In this project, a data processing and 
machine learning pipeline for this problem has been developed. It consists of three 
major steps: 1) an audio record is split into segments by speaker turns; 2) acoustic 
features are extracted from each segment; and 3) classification models are trained 
on the acoustic features to predict sentiment. Different set of features have been 
used and different machine learning methods, including classical machine learning 
algorithms and deep neural networks, have been implemented in the pipeline.  In 
viii 
our deep neural network method, the feature vectors of audio segments are 
stacked in temporal order into a feature matrix, which is fed into deep convolution 
neural networks as input. Experimental results based on real data shows that 
acoustic features, such as Mel frequency cepstral coefficients, timbre and Chroma 
features, are good indicators for sentiment. Temporal information in an audio 
record can be captured by deep convolutional neural networks for improved 
prediction accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Speech analytics allows people to extract information from audio data. It has 
been used widely to gather business intelligence through the analysis of recorded 
calls in contact center for many business companies. Sentiment analysis is one of 
the speech analytics that tries to infer subject feelings about products or services 
in a conversation. This analysis can be also used to help agents who talk to 
customers over the phone build customer relationship and solve any issues that 
may emerge.  
There are two major methods that have been used for audio sentiment 
analysis. One is acoustic modelling and the other is linguistic modeling. In linguistic 
modeling, it requires transcribing audio records into text files and conduct analyses 
based on text content. It assumes that some specific words or phrases are used in 
a higher probability in some certain environments. One can expect things to 
happen if some words or phrases appear frequently in the transcripts. Many 
researchers have showed strong evidences that linguistic modelling has a good 
performance on audio sentiment analysis. Among their work, lexical features, 
disfluencies and semantic features are mostly used when building their models. 
However, acquiring a good transcript for each audio record can be humanly 
tedious and financially costly. A good automatic transcribing system is also hard to 
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establish to accurately transcribe audio records into text. Even a small error in the 
text can result a big difference in a linguistic model. In acoustic modelling, it relies 
on acoustic features of audio data. These features include pitches, intensity, 
speech rate and so on that can be easily calculated by computer programs. They 
together can provide basic indicators of sentiment in some degree. Acoustic 
features have been used in many other business or psychological analyses as well, 
which is another reason that we should use them in sentiment analysis. However, 
the problem with acoustic modeling is that the quality of audio records has strong 
influence on the final result. Since we are using acoustic characteristic of audio 
data, the quality of audio can significantly impact the ability to get accurate values 
for those acoustic features, which will fail building good models in the end. The 
other problem is that in a real-world setting, there are always some random noises 
in the background. Model training data may not be able to capture these random 
noises, which would challenge the sentiment analysis result if we want to monitor 
it through a live conversation. But still, this method is worthy to explore more and 
research on because of its convenience and efficiency. 
The remaining structure of this thesis is as follows: chapter 2 gives background 
and related work about sentiment analysis, chapter 3 introduces two methods that 
we propose and our sentiment recognition pipeline in detail, chapter 4 explains 
our selection of feature sets and classification models, chapter 5 shows our 
3 
experiment results, chapter 6 is the conclusion, chapter 7 talks about potential 
problems and future works, and the last chapter is the work references. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 
Sentiment analysis can be generalized into three categories: text-based 
approach, acoustic feature-based approach and multimodal approach – a 
combination of previous two. Different features are used for different approach. 
Classification models are trained on different learning algorithms and 
performances are compared. Many sentiment classification techniques have been 
proposed in recent years [4]. However, the overall performance is not as good as 
we thought. Much more work could be done for this problem in the future. 
 
2.1 Text-based approach 
Text data are one of the most immense corpora that are generated 
daily. Researches are eager to take advantage of this and many data mining 
works have been done for this sake. For example, Twitter, as one of the most 
popular social media in the world, generates tons of text every day. Different 
mining methods based on Twitter text have been proposed for sentiment 
analysis [23] [24]. In 2010, it is shown that recurrent neural network can 
exploit temporal features in text contents for modeling language [13]. Even 
for music field, mining lyrics directly can create models for song sentiment 
classification problem [20] and music mood classification problem [21]. 
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2.2 Acoustic feature-based approach 
Many different acoustic features can be generated from an audio file. 
Pitches, intensities, speech rates, articulation rate and so on.  Short-term acoustic 
features, such as Mel frequency cepstral coefficients(MFCCs), are proved to be 
useful for music modeling in [5]. MFCCs are good for musical genre classification 
job and evidences are shown in [6]. Authors in [9] take MFCCs as major acoustic 
features for emotion recognition problem. MFCCs features are also used on 
training single deep neural network for speaker and language recognition problem 
in [12]. Timbre and Chroma are other acoustic features that interest many 
researchers in the past years. They can be used to generate music from text in [7]. 
In their work, emotions are extracted from text, and then a combination of timber 
and Chroma features are used to composed music that expresses those emotions 
in the text. Chroma and timbre features can be used to classify music as well in [8]. 
They also claim that “Chroma features are less informative for classes such as artist, 
but contain information that is almost entirely independence of the spectral 
features.” Therefore, they are equally important to be included when conducing 
sentiment analysis on acoustic features. Rhythm, timber and intensity of music are 
used for music mood classification problem as well [22]. Acoustic feature-based 
6 
approach can be extended to speech recognition in [10] and automatic language 
identification in [11] when modeling with deep neural network.  
 
2.3 Multimodal approach 
With the emerge of social media, except for text corpora and audio records, 
videos and images brings new opportunities for sentiment analysis. Facial and 
vocal features are extracted from these new streams and multimodal sentiment 
analysis seems to have much more potential in the future [14] [15]. YouTube, as 
one of the biggest video hosts, has a huge number of videos. Researches are trying 
to identify sentiments from those videos based on linguistic, audio and visual 
features all together [25] [26]. Fusion of modalities of audio, visual and text 
sentiment features as source of information is another way that is proposed in [27]. 
For linguistic analysis, language difference could be a problem. It is shown that 
language-independent audio-visual analysis is competitive with mere linguistic 
analysis [28]. Works in [16] [17] [18] show that systems that combine lyric features 
and audio features significantly outperform other systems that use lyrics or audios 
singularly for music mood classification problem. Fusion of lyrics features and 
melody features of music improves performance of music information retrieval 
system [19]. Fusion of multiple modalities is current trend since we can always find 
new information when we view an existing object from a new angle. Sometimes, 
7 
the access to visual and linguistic sources could be hard and costly. For example, 
in our data source, it is hard to get facial expressions from a customer over the 
phone. But in other circumstances when we have all the information, multimodal 
approach would be the first choice. 
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3. PROPOSED METHODS 
 
The problem that this thesis work wants to solve is to identify whether a 
meeting has been scheduled between a customer and a representative in a phone 
call conversation. There are two methods that we propose to address this kind of 
problem. The first method is to split each audio record into segments by speaker 
turns before extracting feature vectors from each segment, and then use classic 
machine learning algorithms to classify those feature vectors according to the 
sentiments. All segments that come from the same audio record share the same 
sentiment label as the audio record label. The second method is to cut each audio 
record into short audio clips with same length. Then features vectors are extracted 
from each audio clips. After that, we stack up those feature vectors into feature 
matrixes in time order and then feed feature matrixes into deep convolutional 
neural networks to build classification models. All feature matrixes that come from 
the same audio record share the same sentiment label as the audio record label. 
The next two subsector describes these two methods in more detail. 
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Figure 1. Problem Illustration 
 
 
3.1 Acoustic Feature-Based Sentiment Recognition Using Classic Machine 
Learning Algorithms  
 
The whole sentiment recognition process consists of five steps. Firstly, we 
gather useful audio data from call center records. We select audio data that has 
label with it since we are more interested in using supervised machine learning 
algorithms. It is highly possible that unsupervised machine learning can provide 
interesting results for audio signal sentiment analysis, which is left to future 
exploring either by combining it with supervised machine learning or merely itself. 
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The second step is cleaning and pre-processing the chosen audio files. Any 
unrelated parts in audio data are removed, such as ringtones, receptionist talking, 
music, advertisement, etc. Several methods have been tried to remove those 
unrelated parts, however, none of them met our expectations. So, we decide to 
remove them manually since the dataset we currently have is pretty small. After 
that we apply speaker diarization algorithm to split each audio record into 
segments by speaker turns. The third step is feature extraction and selection. We 
consider different combination of feature sets and select different features to train 
on in the next stage. The fourth step is classification model training. We use 
different training algorithms, techniques and models, then compare their 
performance in terms of prediction accuracies. The last part is testing the trained 
classification model.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Sentiment Recognition Process Overview 
Pre-
processing
/Cleaning
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Extraction/
Feature 
Selection
Model 
Training
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3.1.1 Gathering Audio Data 
Every training data impacts the final classification model. We do not want bad 
data to affect model’s performance, and we want to have effective training 
datasets that can generalize well to all possible scenarios but not many unlikely 
events. As for audio datasets, the quality of the audio file could be one metric to 
be used when selecting audio files. Call center audio records are not always 
recorded good. Due to the internet latency and background noises, some files are 
very blurred and even hard for human to understand the conversation in it. We 
need audio data that are recorded with good quality. There are also some other 
files that do not have a label with it, and we want to get rid of those files as well 
for supervised learning purpose. 
 
3.1.2 Data Cleaning and Pre-processing 
In an audio file, it is usually a conversation between two speakers: a customer 
and a salesperson. In some scenarios, there is a receptionist answering the phone 
call and transferring the salesperson to whoever he or she wants to reach to. The 
features of receptionist are not our mainly interest here so we need to cut those 
conversations between salesperson and receptionist if it happens in the audio file. 
After that, we would like to split each audio file into segments by speaker turns. 
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Knowing changes of certain features between consecutive segments would help 
the whole sentiment analysis. That is why it is important to split audio files into 
segments by speaker turns before gathering features from them. We also want to 
study the temporal relations of features in consecutive segments in an audio file. 
That would help monitor live conversations in call centers. There are plenty of 
speaker diarization algorithms that are publicly available. As referred in [1], [2], 
and [3], a lot of researches has been conducted for this type of problem, and many 
of them have a good performance to split audio file by speaker turns automatically. 
In our research, we have used IBM Watson and Google cloud computing 
services to split our audio files into segments by speaker turns. Both of these 
systems have the ability to identify who speaks at what time and transcribe the 
conversation into text. Even though the transcription part is not as accurate as we 
though, the timestamps of start and end time for each speaker turn are good 
enough for us to use to separate each audio file into segments.  
Since we only have a small portion of audio data for now, and the transcripts 
of all audio files are available for us, we split each audio file into segments based 
on timestamps in the transcript accordingly. However, the speaker diarization 
procedure is still crucial when have more and more data coming in in the future 
and the access to all of the transcripts would be very costly. That is the time we 
may want to use automatic speaker diarization techniques. 
13 
 
Figure 3. Speaker Diarization Process 
 
Pseudo-code: 
 function speaker_diarization (): 
  open audio file 
  open transcription file 
  for each timestamp pair (start_time, stop_time) in transcription file: 
   segment = cut_audio_file (start_time, stop_time) 
   segment_label = audio_file_label 
   if segment belongs to customer: 
    Add segment to customer_cluster 
   If segment belongs to representative: 
    Add segment to representative_cluster 
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3.1.3 Feature Extraction and Selection 
After we have split each audio file into segments by speaker turns, we 
extract features from each segment. There are many features that can be 
extracted from an audio file. For our research purpose, we focus on acoustic 
features. There are mainly two group of features that interest us. One group is 
prosody features, such as pitch, intensity, speech rate, number of pauses, etc. The 
other group is short-term features. We will explain our features sets in detail in 
chapter 4. 
 
Pseudo-code: 
 function feature_extraction (): 
  for each segment in customer_cluster: 
   prosody, short_term = calc_algorithm(segment) 
   Add prosody to prosody_feature_cluster for customer 
   Add shor_term to short_term_cluster for customer 
for each segment in representative_cluster: 
   prosody, short_term = calc_algorithm(segment) 
   Add prosody to prosody_feature_cluster for representative 
   Add shor_term to short_term_cluster for representative 
15 
 
 
3.1.4 Train Classification Model 
Once we have features for each segment, we split data into training set, 
validation set and testing set, then we train a classification model based on these 
features and their associated labels. Every segment in the same audio file has the 
same label as that audio file. We also partition segments into two groups: customer 
group and salesperson group. Since customers may have different behaviors than 
salesperson, we would like to train two different models to represent each of them. 
We take all features in customer group to be our training dataset for the customer 
model, and all features in salesperson group to be our training date for the 
salesperson model. Validation set is used to set up hyper parameters of learning 
algorithms, and testing set is used to measure the performance of the trained 
model. More details of classification models and learning algorithms are in chapter 
4. 
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Figure 4. Data Flow Diagram for Model Training 
 
3.1.5 Test Classification Model 
After the model is built in the last procedure, we use it to predict labels for 
any audio file that we want to do sentiment analysis on. The audio file is still split 
into segments by timestamps in the transcript. The model will predict label for 
each segment in that file, and we take the majority vote of the labels as the final 
label for that test audio file. 
 
y = 
∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖
𝑛⁄  ≥  0.5 ? 1 ∶  0 
where n is the number of segments in an audio record 
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Figure 5. Majority Vote Method for Model Testing 
 
 
3.2 Acoustic Feature-Matrix-Based Sentiment Recognition Using Deep 
Convolutional Neural Network 
 
3.2.1 Deep Learning 
It has been shown in [29] that deep convolutional neural network can be 
applied to character-level feature matrix for text classification problem. It has 
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achieved competitive results with current state-of-art methods. Evidence shows 
that temporal information can be captured by applying deep convolutional neural 
network on feature matrix of time series dataset. With the advancement of 
machine learning, especially deep learning methods, audio signal analysis can take 
advantage of it to build competitive models or even better models than other 
approaches. 
 
3.2.2 Feature Matrix 
Convolutional neural networks usually take two-dimensional matrix as 
input. We stack up audio feature vector into feature matrix to meet that. Short-
term features are extracted every 50 milliseconds from each audio record and then 
stacked up in time order to build feature matrix for that audio record. The window 
size is 300, which means for every 300 rows we cut the matrix. Every matrix 
generated from same audio record shares the same sentiment as the audio record. 
If the number of rows or the remaining rows after cutting is less than 300, we use 
zero-valued patch to compensate. Each training matrix has the size of 300 by 34 
since we have 34 short-term features in total. The figure below illustrates the 
process for building feature matrixes. 
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Pseudo-code: 
function feature_matricization (): 
 for each audio record: 
  cut it into equal length (50ms) segments 
  for each segment: 
   short-term = calc_algorithm(segment) 
  stack up short-term features into feature matrix in time order 
  cut feature matrix every 300 rows 
  matrix_label = audio_record_label 
  add to training dataset 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Feature Matrix Illustration 
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3.2.3 Architecture 
Massive experiments have been conducted to compare performances when 
using different network settings. Those settings include number of convolutional 
layer, kernel size, max pooling kernel size, and window size when cutting matrix. 
The figure below is a typical network architecture of four convolutional layers. This 
architecture design is based on pre-trained neural networks that work extremely 
well on image datasets. Every convolutional layer is followed by a max pooling 
layer. We use 1-D convolutional kernel here since features are distinct from each 
other, and our experiment results show that 1-D convolutional kernel has better 
performance than 2-D convolutional kernel. 
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Figure 7. Deep Convolutional Neural Network Architecture 
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4. FEATURE SETS AND CLASSIFICAITON ALGORITHSM 
 
4.1 Feature Sets 
4.1.1 Fundamental Features 
    The first feature set that we consider are fundamental features for any audio 
data, such as decibel, mean of pitches, standard deviation of pitches, covariance 
of pitches, speech rate, number of pauses in a segment, length of the segment in 
milliseconds. These are general features that can represent an audio segment in 
some extent. These features have shown crucial importance on audio signal 
analysis from literatures a decade ago.  
 
4.1.2 Shimmer and Jitter 
    Shimmer measures the variation in frequency of vocal fold movements while 
jitter measures the variation in amplitude of vocal fold movements. These two 
features can represent characteristics of an audio segment in another perspective.  
 
4.1.3 Short-term Features 
Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients, Chroma and timbre features are short-
term features used in this work. The mel-frequency cepstrum is a representation 
of the short-term power spectrum of a sound. Mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients(MFCCs) are coefficients that are used to make up the spectrum. 
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Different combination of those coefficients has different indications for some 
sentiment analysis, so we want to include them in our feature set. Chroma features 
represent spectral energy of different pitch classes. Timbre features show the 
character or quality of a sound that are different from pitch feature and intensity 
feature. These three groups of features have been frequently used in many 
classification problems as explained in related work in section 2. 
 
 
Feature Description 
MFCCs Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients from a cepstral representation 
where the frequency bands are not linear but distributed according 
to the mel-scale 
Chroma A representation of the spectral energy where the bins represent 
equal-tempered pitch classes 
Timbre The character or quality of a sound or voice as distinct from its 
pitch and intensity 
 
Table 1. Short-term Feature Descriptions 
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4.1.4 Emotion Features 
    We also find that emotion features can be critical indicators for some sentiments. 
Positive emotions, like happy and satisfaction, can lead to a good result in the end 
of the conversation while negative emotions, like upset and angry, can turn things 
around in the end. We want to train our model on these features too. 
 
4.1.5 Spectrograms 
Besides of valued inputs, we also generate image features from each segment. 
They are spectrograms. Spectrogram is a visual representation of the spectrum of 
frequencies of sound varied with time. Some sentiments may have specific 
patterns in the spectrograms. We want our model to be able to identify those 
patterns in the spectrograms if they exist. 
 
4.2 Classification Algorithms  
In our experiment, we use both legend machine learning algorithms and neural 
networks. For legend algorithms, we have used support vector machine with cubic 
kernel and k-nearest neighbor classifier. For neural networks, we have used classic 
shallow feed forward neural networks and deep convolutional neural network. 
25 
Different learning algorithm has different advantages and characteristics. We want 
to experiment on all of them and compare their results. 
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5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
 
5.1 Dataset 
Our datasets consist of 88 audio recording files from Penske cooperated 
offices. The duration of these files ranges from a few minutes to ten minutes. The 
average length is about three minutes. After we split these audio files into 
segments by speaker turns, we have 2859 segments in total. Among them, 1438 
are for customers and 1421 are for salespersons. Features extracted from 
customer group are used to train customer model, so as salesperson group is for 
salesperson model. 
 
 Positive Negative Total 
Audio Records 31 55 86 
Segments 1284 1304 2588 
 
Table 2. Dataset Summary 
 
 
5.2 Feature Extraction Libraries 
Praat is the main software that we used to extract fundamental audio 
features as well as shimmer and jitter values. We use a python library named 
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pyAudioAnalysis on GitHub to extract MFCC features. We use OpenSmile package 
to extract emotion features. Another python library pyplot in matplotlib package 
is used to generate spectrograms for each audio segment. 
 
5.3 Training Tools 
We use machine learning package in Matlab to train models using classic 
machine learning algorithms. For neural networks, they are coded in Keras 
platform which is based on tensorflow.  
 
5.4 Per-Segment Results 
Since customer behaviors different than representative, we want to two 
separate models to represent each of them. Speaker diarization process helps on 
that. Features extracted from customer segments are grouped into one cluster 
while other features extracted from representative segments are grouped into 
another cluster. Features in customer cluster are used to train customer model and 
so as the representative model. Models’ performances are compared by using 
different feature set for training. Below is the figure that summarizes the 
comparison based on prediction accuracy for segments: 
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Figure 8. Comparison of Customer Model and Representative Model on Different Feature Sets 
 
 From above figure, we can easily conclude that short-term features are 
superior indicators than prosody features. When both of them are used for training, 
accuracy is slightly improved. That does not mean combination of them has better 
indication strength. More experiments should be conducted for a larger dataset 
before we can say anything about it. 
 
5.5 Per-Record Results 
Segment-wise prediction is not our final goal here. We want to predict 
whether representative is persuasive or not in a whole audio record. To accomplish 
this, we predict each segment of a test audio record using models trained in 5.2.1 
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and take the majority vote of all the predictions as our final prediction of that audio 
record. We run our experiments on based on using different model to predict. Here 
we have three model settings: 1) use customer model only to predict customer 
segments and take the majority vote as the final predication for that audio record, 
2) use representative model only to predict representative segments and take the 
majority vote as the final prediction for that audio record, 3) use both customer 
and representative model to predict all segments in an audio record and take the 
majority vote as the final prediction for that audio record. Below is the comparison 
result. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Model Comparison Based on Majority Votes Per Audio Record 
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Above figure shows that using customer model only has the best performance 
compared with other models. It matches intuitive instinct that representatives 
have similar behaviors independent of customers behaviors. Representatives are 
more consistent no matter what customers respond while customers have 
different characteristics when they are sentimentally positive or negative. Using 
both of them has compromised performance. 
 
5.6 Deep Learning Results 
The figure below is the result comparing different number of convolutional 
layers when using either feature vectors or feature matrixes as input to the neural 
network.  
 
 
Figure 10. Prediction Accuracy vs. Number of Convolutional Layers 
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It can be seen that four-convolutional layer has the best performance among the 
others, and using feature matrixes has better performance than using feature 
vectors, which infers that temporal information between audio clips can be 
captured by using deep convolutional neural networks. 
 
 
 
Figure 11. 1-D CNN vs. 2-D CNN on Different Pooling Kernel Size 
 
Above figure shows the comparison result of using 1-D convolutional versus using 
2-D convolutional on different pooling kernel size. From the result, we find that 
1-D convolutional neural network performs better than 2-D convolutional neural 
network. It might be because there are no temporal meanings between each 
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individual short-term feature since the column in the matrix represents different 
short-term features. It also shows that predication accuracy can be improved by 
applying a larger max pooling kernel size. 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Comparison on Different Window Size 
 
This figure shows the comparison result on using different window size when 
extracting features from audio records. It seems that a larger window size will 
have a better performance. However, larger window size will result smaller 
training dataset for neural network. Whether it is true or not needs to be proved 
by conducting more experiments using a larger dataset. 
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Figure 13. Comparison on Different Machine Learning Algorithms 
 
 This figure compares model performance using different machine learning 
algorithms. It can be seen that deep convolutional neural network has a slightly 
better performance over other methods listed here. Short-term features have a 
stronger indication effect of the sentiment than prosody features. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
Audio sentiment analysis is a method of inferring opinions of customers in 
conversations with customer support representatives. Having a mature system to 
analyzed sentiments would be very beneficial for business world. This thesis work 
presents two methods to address this problem. One is based on segment-wise 
feature vector classification. Every audio recording is split into segments by 
speaker turns before analyzing. Different sets of features are extracted from each 
segment and then a classification model is trained based on these features. 
Another is to feed feature matrix into deep convolutional neural network and let 
it learn the temporal information between consecutive audio clips. Each feature 
matrix is constructed by stacking up feature vectors which are extracted from 
equal length audio clips of audio records. We compare the performance of models 
using different machine learning algorithms. We show that there are strong 
connections between the sentiment we analyze and the features we extract. 
Short-term features, such as MFCCs, Chrome and timbre features have better 
indications than prosody features. Deep convolutional neural network can not only 
be applied to image dataset, but also be applied to non-image dataset, like feature 
matrixes. Temporal information between consecutive audio clips within a feature 
matrix can be captured by using deep convolutional neural network from our 
experiment results. We also present the problems that we have encountered 
35 
during our research process. Further research work can be conducted to address 
these problems to improve the overall system performance. 
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7. FUTURE WORK 
 
Automatic speaker diarization process can be embedded into this audio 
sentiment analysis process since we want to split each audio data into segments 
by speaker turns. It is even important when transcripts are costly and time-
consuming to get. Accurate text transcription could be another direction since 
much work has been done in regard of text-based audio sentiment analysis. If we 
can get a good text transcription of an audio file automatically, then we can 
combine those techniques in text-based analysis with our acoustic feature based 
techniques to improve the performance of analysis system. Feature matrix is not 
the end. There could exist a better representation of features to feed into deep 
neural networks. Moreover, we can find other acoustic features and better 
indicators to characterize audio data. More experiments should be conducted for 
a larger dataset to build more reliable models. 
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